“All guidelines are put in place to protect patients,” says Roger Gullidge. “The essential when designing the layout of the units, he adds. Factors such as ventilation within decontamination units can be especially accordingly, “ says Roger.

For more information about BKH please call 0161 820 5466 or al@bkh.co.uk

For more information please call 01606 861950, or visit www.castellinisystems.co.uk

For more information, contact Carestream Dental on 0800 169 9902 or visit www.castoredental.net

For more information about ASDF. Goodman Legal, Lawyers for Dentists, has many years’ experience in partnership provisions in the GDS regulations. Many practices have a second contract. With no obligation for this to be held by the principal dentists, warns legal expert Ray Goodman. When it is time to sell a practice problems if they try to sell, warns legal expert Ray Goodman.

For more information please call Robyn Wright or Emily Packer at Harvey & Hugo law firm on 020 7183 8388, or visit www.harveyandhugo.com

CS Back Office Software: The Business
CS Back Office software from Carestream Dental is a must-have suite of business tools for intelligent practice management to maximize income and control. Delivering all business-related information to your fingertips, CS Back Office puts you in the driving seat.

The software comprises all the key tools and reports – income and expenses, cashbooks, payrolls, training, development reviews and more. A sophisticated module for the CS i4 Clinic®-practice management software, CS Back Office gathers data from all areas of the practice and provides the information to create a picture of practice performance. With a complete understanding of the practice finances, principals can monitor the business, target areas for improvement and make sound decisions to safeguard the future of the practice.

For more information, contact Carestream Dental on 0800 169 9902 or visit www.castoredental.net

For more information, phone RPA Dental on 0800 939779, or visit www.castoredental.net

For more information about RPA Dental, the equipment specialists with over 40 years experience supplied by RPA Dental, the equipment specialists with over 40 years experience

To learn more about how we can become an invaluable extra member of your practice, contact the Dental Focus superheroes today!

These include:
• Free access to dbgVCO, the huge range of benefits! Only £330 per year, and enjoy a discounted annual membership fee of £200.
• Access to a dedicated Practice Manager who can advise you on training courses, compliance packages, employment law and ways to save money!
• A complete like-for-like guarantee. If you find any comparable dbg service cheaper, we will refund the difference!
• Fast employment law templates.
• Have a compliance question? Ask the experts for free with unlimited access to dbg’s dedicated compliance team.

• Pricing freezes on all training, audit or engineering when booked now for 2013!
• Free training on running a brand new practice.

To learn more about how we can become an invaluable extra member of your practice, contact us today!

For more information call 01206 819950, or visit www.thedbg.co.uk

www.rogergullidgedesign.com

www.bkh.co.uk

www.carestreamdental.co.uk

www.goodmanlegal.co.uk

www.Quicklase.com

www.castellinisystems.co.uk

www.pradental.net

www.thedbg.co.uk

www.pradental.net

www.Quicklase.com
**Pursuing excellence.**

To improve your clinical outcomes, your patients’ lives and your business, you need the tools that deliver.

**Find out more at BDIA Dental Showcase.**

Find out more

---

**Cost Effective Teeth Whitening**

White light Teeth Whitening Strips provide a new option for the UK dental market bringing cost effective whitening to your patients.

Formulated by a group of UK dentists, WhiteLight Professional Whitening Strips use a patented formula, and feature advanced seal strips with non-slip technology for maximum comfort and safety. Each pack of WhiteLight Professional Whitening Strips contains enough strips for 14 applications (14 upper strips, 14 lower strips).

To learn more about the technology that's taken the USA by storm, contact WhiteLight today.

For more information call 0844 86 06 115 or visit info@whitewashlaboratories.com, or visit www.whitewashlaboratories.com

---

**Advanced Digital Sensor Technology from Scheck**

Scheck’s new CEREC from Dentsply, is one of the world’s leading digital imaging systems, introducing incredibly high-quality images to meet the diagnostic needs of every clinician.

The modular system is designed so that it can be upgraded to include future improvements in technology, future-proofing your investment and making real-time help in the terms of the patient care you can provide. To expand upon the market-leading Scheck platforms, Scheck Digital now offers Scheck Wi-Fi - a new communications platform designed to add portable functionality to the highly valuable Scheck System.

Scheck Wi-Fi brings a new level of freedom and flexibility to dental digital radiography. With no cumbrous-sensor-to-computer cable to get in your way, Scheck WiFi gives clinicians complete 360-degree chair-side mobility, unattended by training wards and other unwelcome complications.

As one of the UK’s leading dental equipment suppliers, Clark Dental is a name that has long been associated with excellence in all its operations.

For more information call 020 7933 1346, email info@clarkdental.co.uk or visit www.clarkdental.co.uk

---

**Minimally Invasive Tooth Straightening**

**Treatment: The Inman Aligner**

The Inman Aligner is a new, minimally invasive appliance that straightens anterior teeth safely and in as little as 6-16 weeks. Many professionals are undergoing the training courses from Straight Talk Seminars in order to expand their treatment range, and offer the service their patients expect.

Dr Amita Rajabudh is the principal dentist of OptiDent Dental Clinic, and has been using the Inman Aligner for around a year and has been really seeing the results of the new technology and the way it can change the direction of treatment.

The Inman Aligner is a unique implant and the way it can change the direction of treatment is incredible allowing for an optimal prosthetic position and high overall stability. Both the micro and macroscopic design features of this implant are cutting-edge, and it comes with the backing of a pioneering company for implant dentistry.

"It is an implant that I can see myself growing with." For more information on Nobel Biocare please call 0208 755 3300, or visit www.nobelbiocare.com

---

**Powerflow meets the growing demand for innovation**

Portable, battery free and cost-effective, the Powerfloss OralCare from Diוידent is set to take the market by storm as an innovation in jet dental hygiene.

Innovations in dental hygiene are always for patient’s wellbeing, and wherever possible, the preservation of the original tooth.

Powerfloss by a pump that is primed manually, the Powerfloss requires no battery or other power source. It consists of a removable reservoir component and a nozzle that can be stored inside the reservoir to make it easier to carry or pack.

The Powerfloss is available now with a recommended retail price of £14.99.

---

**Oraldent is set to take the market by storm**

White light Diamond Burs provide a new option for the UK dental market bringing cost effective whitening to your patients.

Formulated by a group of UK dentists, WhiteLight Professional Whitening Strips use a patented formula, and feature advanced seal strips with non-slip technology for maximum comfort and safety. Each pack of WhiteLight Professional Whitening Strips contains enough strips for 14 applications (14 upper strips, 14 lower strips).

To learn more about the technology that’s taken the USA by storm, contact WhiteLight today.

For more information call 0844 86 06 115 or visit info@whitewashlaboratories.com, or visit www.whitewashlaboratories.com

---

**Diamonds are forever**

White light Teeth Whitening Strips provide a new option for the UK dental market bringing cost effective whitening to your patients.

For more information call 0844 86 06 115 or visit info@whitewashlaboratories.com, or visit www.whitewashlaboratories.com

---

**EndoCare has a winner**

At EndoCare, we’re dedicated to helping dental practices to provide outstanding levels of care and very problem solving.

At EndoCare we particularly excel in treating anxious or nervous patients, and we find our patients even stop talking.

To the stars to our level of expertise in the field of root canal treatment and dental pain, we are more than happy to talk referral for challenging issues such as hot spots, on treatment, and repair surgery. In all cases, referring practices can be assured our primary considerations are always for patient’s wellbeing, and whenever possible, the preservation of the original tooth.

For more information please call BendoCare on 0208 7224 0099 or visit www.endocare.co.uk

---

**Minimally Invasive Tooth Straightening**

**Treatment: The Inman Aligner**

The Inman Aligner is a new, minimally invasive appliance that straightens anterior teeth safely and in as little as 6-16 weeks. Many professionals are undergoing the training courses from Straight Talk Seminars in order to expand their treatment range, and offer the service their patients expect.

Dr Amita Rajabudh is the principal dentist of OptiDent Dental Clinic, and has been using the Inman Aligner for around a year and has been really seeing the results of the new technology and the way it can change the direction of treatment.

The Inman Aligner is a unique implant and the way it can change the direction of treatment is incredible allowing for an optimal prosthetic position and high overall stability. Both the micro and macroscopic design features of this implant are cutting-edge, and it comes with the backing of a pioneering company for implant dentistry.

"It is an implant that I can see myself growing with." For more information on Nobel Biocare please call 0208 755 3300, or visit www.nobelbiocare.com

---

**Outing with dentures**

The makers of Poligrip® are delighted to announce the winner of a restaurant prize draw by calling 0208 755 3300.

The prize draw was open to all patients receiving a Poligrip Denture Support Kit between 1st June and 30th November 2012.

House dental practice, Chesham.
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